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·TRUSTEES COM_PROMISE 5-1-5 
I I 
FOR JUNIORS AND· SENIORS 
The RWC Board of Trustees 
handed down a resolution last 
Monday to Chairman of the 
All-College Council, Mr. Leroy S. 
Strohl, resolving the 5·1-5 
curriculum controversy. 
Essentially, the students won, a 
little; and the Administration 
lost, a little. 
The Liberal Arts 
upperclassmen opposition group 
sought to reverse the required 
5·1-5 curriculum for 
upperclassmen. Upperclassmen 
originally enrolled under a eight 
course per year course load. 
Under the present 5-1-5 
curriculum, they were required to 
complete ten courses per year in 
their remaining year or years at 
the College. Now, under the 
resolution just released , a 
compromise was reached which 
lowers the requirement to nine 
courses per year for juniors and 
seniors. 
The curriculum was not 
changed back to the former eight 
course per year curriculum of last 
year, as the opposition sought; 
but the Administration was not 
allowed to impose the new ten 
course per year requirement of 
5-1-5 on juniors and seniors. 
Peter Greenberg, coordinator of 
the student opposition group, 
and John Calcagni, spokesman, 
are pleased with the Trustees' 
resolution. "We see this as a 
victory in principle over the 
Administration," Greenberg said. 
At the Board of Trustees 
meeting held on Tuesday, 
November 27 at the University 
Club in Providence, the Board of 
Trustees d iscussed the 5-1-5 
curriculum, listened to an 
argument presented by student 
spokesman John Calcagni 
stressing the hardships on 
upperclassmen by 5-1-5, and 
formulated the compromise 
resolution. The Board of Trustees 
came out in strong support or the 
5-1-5 concept in the resolution 
but weighed both the beneficial 
aspects of teb new curriculum 
and its consequent hardships on 
juniors and seniors and 
compromised the curriculum in 
favor of the students. 
The 5-1 -5 curriculum 
by Brian Phillips 
instituted here during the Fall 
semester basically requires 
Liberal Arts students to take five 
courses per semester instead of 
four as previously required. It 
also involves a different academic 
calendar that shortens semesters 
by shortening or eliminating 
holidays and allows a six-week 
intersession during mid-year. This 
intersession is essentially a 
min I-semester that allows 
students to either take a cram 
course or enjoy a longer semester 
break . It also allows the 
Administration to make $100 per 
course extra profit from students. 
The student body disc9vered 
the new system upon returning to 
college this Fall. The upperclass 
students immediately rejected the 
new curriculum and a 5-1-5 
opposition group was formed by 
student Peter Greenberg. Before 
the fi~ agreement that has just 
been reached, the opposition 
group exhausted all avenues of 
litigation. The group previously 
brought the problem to the 
upperclass students in two rallies 
he Id in Theater One last 
In 'Las Vegas' Session 
Senate OK's Dual Senior Class Prexys 
At the Senate meeting last 
Monday, senators voted to accept 
a dual Senior Class Presidency at 
the request of candidates running 
for office. The candidates, Mike 
Simeoni and Mike Ruggeiri from 
the Bristol and rrovidence 
campuses respectively, stated that 
they felt that the Senior Class 
had been hindered far too much 
already without a full executive 
board to run its affairs and 
especially to plan commencement 
ac~ ivities; and that rather than go 
through another election it would 
be better to settle for two 
presidents. They also noted that 
there would be better 
representation as there would be 
a president from each campus. 
The Senate also passed a motion 
stating that both presidents and 
the Treasurer must sign any 
requisition forms for monies or 
supplies. 
There is a strong possibility 
t.hat the Senate will vote to also 
accept a dual Vice-Presidency for 
the Senior Class in the near 
future if both candidates desire 
it. 
Las Vegas Night 
In further action that session, 
the Senate voted to accept 
Barbara Schwab as a new senator. 
They also discussed future plans 
for a "Las Vegas Night,'' and 
"Oldies Night" at Forms and 
sponsoring a talk by Bill Beard 
(the controversial birth control 
speaker). Ideas for the "Las 
Vegas Night" include gambling 
(with funny money) at roulette 
tables, wheels, and black jack 
tables all hopefully staffed by 
faculty members. The night will 
be polished by a big auction 
where people can spend their 
by Lovonda Devine 
Senate executives Lovonda Devine, Brad Noe, and Jack 
Bergatini enjoy a bad joke from the floor during last 
Monday's Senate meeting. Photo by George Melel e u 
winnings on ·such things as 
records, a radio, and perhaps a 
color television. 
The Rhode Island Council of 
Student Governmen.ts could not 
meet on Friday as planned, so 
plans were made to hold the 
meeting in the Senate Offlce 
from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. on 
Wednesday. President Brad Noe 
requested as many senators as 
could to be there and especially 
the Executive Board. 
In one of the final decisions 
o( the day, the Senate voted to 
accept Earl Johnson as a 
representative to the All-College 
Judiciary Board. Earl is a former 
senator. The All-College Judiciary 
Board acts as a judging and 
di sciplinary group on such 
incidents as student theft, rape, 
drug involvement, etc. 
New Dean 
Dean McKenna disclosed to 
the senators that there will no 
longer be a post (unless later 
changed) of Dean of Student 
Affairs. The Administration will 
instead look for a person to fill a 
position of what will probably be 
called Dean of Counseling. The 
new Dean of Counseling will fill 
the. position vacated by the old 
Dean of Student Affairs, Dean 
Goldberg. The new dean will 
devote most of · his time to 
counseli ng and disciplinary 
responsibilities, formerly under 
the Dean of Student Affairs. 
Jurisdictiowill not be relegated to 
Dean McKenna. 
September and subsequently met 
with College President, Dr. Ralph 
Gauvey, on the matter. 
Greenberg's group then held a 
referendum for upperclassmen to 
show support for his group's 
views and secured support from 
the Student Senate. The 
controversy was brought to the 
A I I -College Council's first 
meeting of the year in October 
and was the main topic of the 
meeting. The A.C.C., which is 
made up of members from each 
segment of the College, (students, 
facu lty, administration, and 
trustees) voted in favor of 
phasing in the 5-1-5 curriculum 
with the Freshman class instead 
of imposing it on the upperclass. 
From the All-College Council, the 
dispute went to the Board of 
Trustees , which is the final 
policy-making decision group in 
the power structure of the 
College. The Trustees decided the 
final outcome of the 
Student-Administration hassle 
and voiced their decision through 
the resolution. 
The Board of Trustee's 
resolution is printed in its 
entil'ety on page four of this 
issue. 
R.I. Stu.dent Press 
Association Formed 
On November 29, 
representatives of seven coUege 
and university st u dent 
newspapers met at the offices of 
the Rhode Island College 
ANCHOR for the purpose of 
forming an Association of College 
Newspapers of Rhode Island. 
Represented were: Brown Daily 
HERALD (unofficially), URI's 
Good Five-Cent Cigar, RIC'S 
ANCHOR, the Providence 
College COWL, Roger Williams 
College's QUILL, Johnson and 
Wa les' HERALD , Barrington 
College. Bryant College's 
ARCHWAY was not present due 
to the fact that they were in the 
process of laying out their paper, 
but Steve Sidoruk of The 
ARCHWAY gave his approval to 
the Association's anti-censorship 
resolution and the concept of the 
Associatio n. Not represented 
were the Rhode Island School of 
Design PRESS, Rhode Island 
Junior College's LANCE, Salve 
Regina and Mount St. Joseph 
Colleges. 
The members of the 
Association discussed the 
problem of censorship and the 
specific case of the Johnson & 
Wales HERALD and the 
admini strative censorship and 
restriction they face. They noted 
that they were restricted to a 
monthly, eight-page issue, even 
though expansion would provide 
a better product and allow them 
to compete more effectively for 
advertising. They noted that their 
newspaper was screened for 
objectionable copy and that 
veiled thieats were used to bold 
back their freedom of expression. 
The editor of the HERALD told 
the group that his college's 
administration did not permit 
"Letters to the Editor" to be 
published in the 1972-73 run of 
the paper. The group was also 
told that similar problems existed 
at Rhode Island Junior College. 
However , since the Junior 
College's paper did not answer 
the Association's invitation, r\o 
action was taken. 
Members or the Association, 
including the Brown Daily 
HERALD and RIC's ANCHOR, 
offered material support to the 
J&W HERALD. The editor of the 
HERALD was given the assurance 
that the Association would not 
allow bis publication to become 
extinct. The possibility of legal 
action, either In the form of a 
lawsuit, or the nev;paper's 
formation of a separate 
corporation were discussed as 
strong possibilities. 
The two-.and-one-half hour 
session closed with the 
unanimous pa ssage of a 
resolution supporting freedom of 
press as it applies to the student 
media and its implementation as 
college policy. The 
representatives also agreed that 
the idea of an Association was 
feasible. One concrete benefit 
that could be derived is group 
bargaining for printing rates, 
mutual sharing of public service 
notices, the formation of a 
statewide car-pooling network, 
and group purchasing. The 
members also agreed to hold 
another meeting also at Rhode 
Island College, on December 13, 
1973. 
Aldebaran 
Out Today 
by Mike Leddy 
ALDEBAREN: A double star 
in the constellation Taurus, one 
of the brightest stars in the sky, 
68 light years from Earth; also a 
literary magazine at Roger 
Williams College. 
This year\ first issue, which 
is due to come out today, marks 
one of the biggest and brightest 
submission rates since its . origin. 
There have been from 250 to 300 
poetry and prose works turned in 
with other art works done in 
photography, drawing, and cover 
design. 
Hampered by what its staff 
considers a small budget, the 
magazine will be published twice 
this year with a circulation of 
about 400 copies. This first issue 
will contain works of writers 
from throughout the world, and 
about one-third of the content 
will be from students of Roger 
Williams College. This one-third 
Continued on page 3 
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EDITORIAL§ 
Students Topple 
Admin.'s Ivory Tower 
"We're getting the shaft, but what can we do about it?" This is a 
commonly-used phrase around RWC whenever the Administration has 
announced new policy that segments of the student body don't 
particularly agree with. You CAN do something about it. You can 
fight City Hall (so to speak). 
The 5·1·5 opposition group proved this and even though you may 
not have agreed with their objectives you have to admire their 
diligence and results. They didn't get the five-course curriculum 
changed back to last year's four-course requirement as they sought, 
but they did get one course per year knocked off for juniors and 
seniors. The important thing is that they won! Even if it was a 
compromise, no matter how you look at it, the upperclass students' 
requirement was lessened by one course per year and Dean Uehling's 
pet project. was compromised. 
The opposition group went thro ugh all the legal 
channels-All.College Council, College President, and finally over the 
head of the Administration to the Board of Trustees, the final 
decision-making body. 
It took four months of continuous hassle for the opposition group 
to get the dispute resolved; but in a somewhat apatheti~ era on college 
campuses, the students at RWC proved something can be done when 
students disagree with administration policy. 
Quill Adopts Ad Policy 
Advertising policy for a newspaper is always tenuous. The 
QUILL's, when I took over the editorship a month ago, was much 
more than that. It was nonexistent. It seemed that advertisers who 
wanted to pay were appreciated, but payment never seemed to matter 
much. Campus organizations were given free publicity, and bitched 
when they felt they received too little. Free classified advertis.ing took 
up large portions of pages, nosing out hard news. 
Charity begins at home, folks; and the QUILL will be putting that 
maxim to the test starting with this issue. Accounts that have refused 
payment have been referred to our very capable attorney. Student 
organizations will now pay for their ads with a ten percent discount 
and no commission tor the salesman. Classifieds have been cut. 
So, the next time you want to use our space, that we pay for out 
of our budget, we'll ask you to come up with the cash. We have a 
policy now, lllld we're going to stick to it. 
Here's to mutual health and happiness in the New Year. 
Jack Mahoney 
R.W.C. Students Care 
RWC students care ... just enough to bitch. It seems that there isn't 
a club, organization, class or event that isn't discussed derogatorily 
daily. 
Well, wake up! These clubs, etc., aren't here to gripe about; and, if 
all the complainers used their discussion time to improve these clubs, 
God help this school. It would expa.nd so fast and become such a good 
place to Crequent that it just might become something. 
So, the next time you say, "what a lousy," wake up! Nobody's 
listening! 
~1Je (fuill 
Pabliehed Weekly in Prov. & Brietol 
by Student Pablicatione, Inc. 
Phone 255-2146 
Undeqraduate newapaper . published. for the students of RWC 
Providence and Britol, RI . It shall be organized to provide a n.ew1 
.ervice to the student body. It shall also be considered legally 
autonomous from the corporate structure of ~oger Williams College 
u it ii supported totally by the students through the student activity 
fee &Jld · outside advertiling revenue. ln this sense it must be 
responsible only to the student body of Roger Williams College. 
Unsirned editorial1 represent the views of this paper. They do not 
·necessarily reftect the opinions of the faculty, administ.ration, or 
atudent body u a whole. Signed editorials, columns, reviews and 
letters represent the personal views of the writers. 
Jack Mahoney ................. ·" ..... Editor-in-Chief 
Laurie Werthessen ................ ... Business Manager 
Lovonda Devine ... ... . ..•.............. News Editor 
David Kellogg ........................ <;:ultural Editor 
David F. Husband ...................... Sports Editor 
George Meleleu . .......... .. ........... Photographer 
Staff: Dave Ooldberc, Noonan Mowry, Jim Gordon, Marc Perry, 
Scott Miller, Brian Phllli119, Jack Kelly. 
VIEWPOINTS 
Roger Williams Rip-Off 
There seems to be a slight 
d iscre pancy in a fee being 
charged in lower-level laboratory 
courses, and the benefits being 
derived from them. According to 
a large number of the instructors 
in teh Natura l Sciences 
Department , approximately 
$8000 is being collected by the 
assessment of a $10 laboratory 
fee in the lower level lab courses 
in order to help defray the costs 
involved in the expenses of 
running the labs. In addition to 
this, tpe Department is receiving 
from the College budget the sum 
of approximately $5000 as a 
general budget to run the 
business of the Department. In 
other words, there's $3000 of 
somebody's money that's being 
shirted around somewhere. 
At a meeting of the 
All ·College Council yesterday, 
(Wednesday, December 5) 
Professor Harold Payson and this 
writer presented this subject to 
the Council for discussion and 
consideration. According to Dean 
Uehling, the laboratory course is 
viewed by herself as a separate 
course; and the $10 lab fee is 
pitance compared to the $180 or• 
so the student should pay for the 
extra course. , 
Also, the reason for the 
di sc r epancy is that the 
laboratory, in being a separate 
course, again in the view of Dean 
Uehling, requires a greater. 
instructor fee, which is where the 
remainder of the Natural Sciences 
budget is going. Mr. Zaninni's 
comment was that the problem is 
more complex than meets the 
eye, and that the laboratory Is 
more than its title implies. 
If this is so, why not have the 
History students pay a fee to 
support· the instructors of that 
department? Why not have the 
English students pay a fee to 
support the instructors of that 
department? In the opinion of 
this writer and student who has 
paid the $10 fee, the $8000 
collected Crom the lab students 
should be turned over to that 
department, for which it was 
paid. Because, a policy is carried 
out at the present time, when it 
comes time to pay the laboratory 
fee for the spring semester, you'd 
better think twice about whether 
you should pay the College the 
fee or if you should pay the 
department the fee or if you 
should pay at all, because you're 
not going to find you bread 
where you put it. 
Al Davis 
Drama Student Queries 
Review Policy 
I know there have been a lot 
of complaints to the effect that 
the Theatre Department and The 
QUILL are so close, and have so 
many mutual members that they 
may as well be on~d here's 
another article in The QUlLL 
about the Drama Club (yawn), 
etc.-but this time the complaint 
is coming from within. 
"-- -- did all right as 
----" (see The QUILL, 
December 1). The reviews are 
either written as a list, or take the 
form of an emotionally biased 
(for and against) personal 
statement without any real 
criticism. 
I would prefer to see no 
reviews at all than the quality of 
writing I have seen lately-which 
has no relevance to anyone but 
the reviewer and a few people 
who get off on seeing personal 
_jokes printed in a school-side 
paper. 
Heather Emanuel 
Vet Finds 
Intersession a 
Fiscal Nuisance 
by Louis Godena 
It would seem that the 
student population in general, 
and the veterans (who comprise 
more than 25 percent of that 
popu lation) in particular, are 
reaping the benefits of last 
summer's "Back-room politics" 
between our revered faculty and 
the Uehling Regime, in more 
ways than one. I am speaking of 
the situation that many of these 
veterans are finding themselves in 
these days as regards to the 
so-called "January Intersession;" 
either they take a course or lose 
their G.I. Bill assistance for that 
month. In addition, it may be 
several weeks (or more) after the 
star t of the Spring Semester 
before they can .expect a 
resumption of their benefits, as 
the V .A. will have to be 
"notified" and reinstate you after 
the start of the new semester. 
Unless the veteral wants the 
veil-oiled gears of the 
Administration playing games 
with his "paper work," he might 
well be advised to submit and 
enlist for at least one course 
(whether he wants to or not). 
January is not an ideal time to go 
seeking a part-time job. One more 
thing: regardless of what you've 
been told , you must register for 
the sai d "intersession" in 
person-no mail registrations will 
b e accepted. Registration 
deadline is December 20. 
In all of this I do not want to 
picture the Administration or the 
Faculty as some sort of moral 
monsters who rejoice in creating 
problems for veterans and their 
families; that is neither true nor 
serious analysis. Rather, I believe 
that they are merely indifferent 
and self-centered individuals 
whose attitudes dictate that their 
own interests come first, no 
matter who is hurt. When the 
Academic Community at large 
stops treating themselves so 
liberally and starts being 
concerned with others, then the 
situation may improve. 
Although The QUILL is 
critically understaffed, there 
must be at least one person in 
this school who is qualified to 
review plays who is not only not 
in the Theatre Department, but 
also does not know anybody in 
the department. It is literally 
impossible to get an unbiased or 
well-written review when the 
reviewer is a co-worker and friend 
of the cast. 
..__---LOST!----....... 
From week to week t.he 
reviews are filled with personal 
references to the members of a 
cast-sometimes taking the form 
or either excuses for a bad 
performance or (more often) 
snide comments. Very rarely is a 
play or an indjvidual performance 
judged on its own merits. There is 
a constant comparison to 
previous runs and roles. Also, 
there must be someone in this 
school who can come up with a 
more descriptive phrase than, 
</) 
d) 
--
'-+-
..... 
.... 11'-UE.. 
Money 
To whoever found $10 on 
the night of Wednesday , 
December 5 or anytime shortly 
thereafter I implore you, return 
it, Please. If you choose to you 
may bring it to the S.A.S. Office 
any time, and if you do this just 
leave it in my name. 
i 
~: 
\!~ 
Sincerely 
Marc 0. Perry 
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Camera 
To whoever found a Yashica 
Electa 35 GS, range finder 35 
mm cameta in the engineering 
drafting room, PLEASE return it 
to Lovond:i Devine or any of the 
editors in the QUILL Office. I am 
poor-I cannot afford to lose it. 
The camera was lost around three 
weeks ago. 
Thank you, 
Lovonda L . Devine 
~~/ Som  wEA~Y \ \ 
~ ; W\LL. L.C(l'\£. 
A~t> ~"-E 
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'Futures Lab' In Proces.s.s 
/ 
" D esigni ng Alternative 
Futures" Workshop will be 
offered d uring intersession 
January 7- 25, 1974 , in 
connection with the University 
Without Walls. Accreditation is to 
be arranged by each participant. 
This workshop has been granted 
six credits by the University 
Without Walls. 
John (Hovan) Surubian expresses the fantasies of Middle 
Earth in his first prize painting, 'Tribute to Tolkien' 
The fee for the course is 
$150, which includes $10 
registration feel plus room, 
board, and travel. Housing will be 
provided at the RWC Dormitory 
Unit No. 1 available upon 
request. Students may check in 
Sunday from 12 Noon to 7 p.m. 
on January 6, 1974, at a cost of 
$95, ($5 per day for 19 days). 
The facilitators of the program 
are Thomas Coreton, Russell 
Kolton , and Amy Blake of 
Earthrise, Inc. 
Photo by D onald Anoaldo 
RWC Students Steal 
Painting Show 
by Louonda Deuine The objectives of the 
program are to expose each 
participant in films, slides, and 
lectures, to the broad scope (in 
time and space) towards the year 
2000 on a global scale, of 
fu t uristics, in t h eory and 
practice, on a non-technical level, 
and to involve each participant in 
a series of intensive discussions, 
excerc i ses, and games to· 
demonstrate th e skills and 
methods used to forecast design 
and imp lement alternative 
futures. 
At the New England Painting 
Show held on the Roger Williams 
College campus, RWC artists took 
four out or six prizes, including 
first and second prizes. 
John (Hovan, his Armenian 
name) Surubian took first prize 
for his acrylic titles "Tribute to 
Tolkien." John said that he 
thought the show was a lot better 
than last year's. "There weren't 
as many entires, but the work 
was a lot more mature than last 
year's. There was a better feeling 
about the whole show." John 
entered eight paintings. " I didn't 
really expect a prize, bul I do 
agree with the judges that the 
Tolkien painting was the best of 
my entires." John describes his 
painting as being different from 
each other. He is trying to 
explore as much as he can and 
not really go deeply into one 
style as of yet. John hopes to get 
into the Rhode Island School of 
Design for graduate school. He 
will graduate from RWC in 
January. 
Surubian commented, "The 
Art Department al RWC has so 
much talent in it. The talent in 
Aldebaran 
cont'd from p. 1 
figure may seem small for a 
magazine that is to be for teh 
student body; but anyone can 
submit their writings whether 
they be prose, poetry, or arl. 
Each work is then judged by 
readers in their respective 
departments. When they are 
being read the author's name 
does not appear. Each work is 
judged independently. The best 
are then formulated into the 
Aldebaran. 
This year is starling 
off to be a very good one for the 
magazine. Editor, Priscilla Anne 
Fennessey, has said that she 
would still like to see this amount 
of writing come in for the next 
copy. She also said the quality of 
the writing is improving and that 
people build their confidence by 
submitting their works. 
Two of the works in each 
category (prose and poetry) will 
be awarded a price of $15 first 
!)ace and $10 second place. 
Library Guide 
Available 
Copies of the Roger Williams 
College Library Guide may now 
be picked up in both the Bristol 
and Providence libraries and the 
Audio Visual Department. The 
Guide contains a statement of 
library poli cies and an 
explanation of how to use the 
card catalogue, begin research on 
a paper, and what the Library of 
Congress classification scheme is 
all about. 
this Art Department can, I think, 
be compared to RISD. Besides 
RISD, I don't think there is any 
school in Rhode ls.land with the 
same talent possibilities." John's 
view of the facilities available for 
art students is, however, negative. 
He says, "how can you say an Art 
Department really stinks as far as 
the facilities go? They should 
have buil t a Fine Arts 
Department instead of a the new 
student union. If it wasn't for 
Carol Hathway , I don't think that 
there would be an Art 
Department here at all." 
Other prize winners were: 
Michael J . Conners from 
RWC-Art Club Prize-for his 
landscape in oil; Joe Lytle from 
RWC- Art Club Prize-for his 
acrylic, ''Metamorphosis;" and 
Lorenzo Andrade for his acrylic 
titled " Diablo." Lorenzo attends 
Southeastern Massachusetts 
University. David Dupre from 
RWC took an honorable mention 
for his untilled seascape. Roger 
Beltot from Ibode Island College 
took an honorable mention for 
his oil entitled "Education." 
The first week of the 
intensive three-week workshop 
will review and demonstrate 
vari ous anticipator y design 
methods. Skills in creativity, 
group decision making, and 
systems thinking will also be 
reviewed and demonstrated. 
The second and third weeks 
will review and demonstrate 
methods specific to " fu turistics" 
as applied to social environmental 
problems. Yo u will practice 
consensus-seeking, tren d 
forecasting, simulation gaming, 
and global local planning toward 
the year 2000. 
Workshop activities will 
Board of Trustees' 
Curriculum Decision 
BE IT RESOLVED that the 
Board of Trustees, being aware of 
the need for curriculum reform al 
Roger Williams College, Cully and 
unequivocally supports the 
change instituted this academic 
year by the Academic Dean. 
Dean Uehling's 5-1-5 solution is 
consistent with general academic 
policy which in turn will aid 
immeasurably in maintaining our 
integrity with the consolidation 
of the Liberal Arts and 
Professional Studies Divisions 
into a single administrative 
entity. 
Any needed change is 
frequently difficult to implement 
and may adversely affect a 
segment of the student body , 
faculty and administrative staff. 
Notwithstanding, a program was 
instituted to make the change at 
the start of the 1973-74 academic 
year . Further discussions and 
evaluations indicated some 
restructuring of the program 
would be beneficial. 
Recognizing that it is always 
necessary lo continualiy improve 
the quality of our ~ducational 
standards, we, the Board of 
Trustees and the Administration 
of Roger Williams College, 
reaffirm the program proposed 
by Dean Uehling with the 
following changes: 
1. All juniors and seniors will 
be required to take a minimum of 
nine courses in their remaining 
academic years- 1973-74 and 
1974-75. Those who desire to 
take the additional course are 
encouraged to do so, without 
additional cost. 
2. Those students with 
freshman and sophomore status 
as of Fall , 1973-74, shall be 
required to continue and 
co mpl e t e their r equirements 
under the new 5-1-5 program. 
3. Any junior or senior 
having a particular problem may 
discuss their situation with their 
advisor and with the Academic 
Status Committee. 
The Executive Committee of the 
Board of Trustees 
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All request tecquilla "Sunrise" party, sponsored by 
WPBX. All the "sunrise" you can drink, for $1.75, Friday, 
Dec. 14, at Roger Williams College, on the Bristol campus 
in the cafeteria. The party is open to the public and will 
start at 8:15 p.m. 
include a variety of futures films, 
slides, gaming sessions, and 
visiting experts. 
A portfolio of futures 
materials and refe.rences will be 
provided. 
The agenda for the Workshop 
January 7-25 will be as follows: 
Monday, January 7- Registratlon 
& Introduction, "Who am I?", 
T u es da y, Januar y 
8 - Deci sion-ma k ing and 
Creativity, "Making the strange 
familiar and the familiar 
strange.", Wednesday, January 
9-Design, " Problem seeking, 
stating, and solving.", Thursday, 
January 10-Systems Thinking, 
" How humans interact with the 
world around them.'', Friday, 
Ja nuary 1 1-Cy b ernetics, 
" Controlling information in 
humans and machines.", Monday, 
January 14-Club of Rome's 
" Limits to Growth- There's not 
enough to go around.", Tuesday, 
Januar y 15-R. Buckminster 
Full e r 's " World Game" 
Philosophy, "How to make the 
world work," Wednesday, 
January 16-Futuri s tics, 
"Anticipatory planning toward 
the Year 2000 .", Thursday, 
January 17- Personal futures and 
the future of death, " Life 
planning," Friday , January 
18- Futures forecasting by 
polling, "What do the experts 
say?", Monday, January 21, 
Futuri st Authors : Fuller , 
Theobald, Toffler ... "Tales from 
Tomorrow," Tuesday, January 
22 , Futures forecasting by 
projecting trends, "If present 
trends continue ... (and they never 
do ), Wednesday , January 
23- Futures forecasting by 
gaming, " I'll play the industrialist 
and you be the ecologist...' ', 
Friday, January 25-State-wide 
futures planning-"Tomorrows 
and 2000's" "Bringing home the 
future." 
Dr. Gauvey Attends 
Opportunities Conclave 
D r. Ralph E. Gauvey , 
Pre sident of Roger Williams 
College, will be among the 40 
individuals invited from selected 
liberal arts colleges in the Eastern 
United States who will 
participate in a special conference 
dealing with opportunities for the 
private liberal arts college in the 
edu cation of new students, 
particularly adult students. The 
conference, to be he ld in 
Pri nceton , New Jersey, on 
December 12 and 13, is 
spo nsored by the College 
Entrance Examination Board, the 
Educational Testing Service, and 
the College of New Rochelle. 
Other participating institutions 
include Williams College, Adelphi 
University, Goucher College, 
Tu ~ts University, Antioch 
College, Hampshire College, Bryn 
Mawr Coll ege and Kirkland 
College. 
Roger Williams College was 
one of the first colleges to join 
the consortium for the University 
Without Walls concept of 
ed ucation and maintains an 
innovative approach to education 
for people of all ages. . 
·= The American Red Cross 
·m·· ....  .  
.-.....i.,... ,.,..,,~ '".,.. ...... 0c: 9094 • 
UNWANTED 
PREGNANCY? 
t'ov .. ,." .. • 
The Conference is a result of 
the deliberations of the 
Commission on Non-traditional 
Study as expressed in their 
report, " Diversity by Design.'' 
Speakers will include Samuel B. 
Gould, Chairman of the 
Commission; and Professor Cyril 
Houle of the University of 
Chicago, author of the 
recently-published book, THE 
EXTERNAL DEGREE. 
·American Family Planning is a 
'h ospftal-af{iliated organization 
offering you all alternatiues to 
an unwanted pregnancy. For 
information in your area, call: 
WH 
(~1 5 ) 449-2006 
AMERICAN FAMILY 
PLANNING 
A Medical Service 
to Help You 
The .tEtna Col lege Plan? 
ECAUSE 
You can solve so many of your 
future financia l needs 
right now! 
• Immediate Life Insurance protect ion _tor 
yourself 
• A guarantee you can increase it in the future 
• A guarantee the premiums will be paid if 
you suff.er extended disability 
• Automatic protection for your family 
• A growing cash fund for emergencies 
• Deferred payment plan 
And there's more in this plan specially de-
veloped for college men and women by one 
of the world's largest insurance and financial 
organizations. For details contact: 
Ray Frizzell 
2773 East Main Road 
Portsmouth 
351-2790 
tiHnf-1 
LIFE & CASUALTY 
.IEtna Life Insurance Company, Hartford, Connecticut 
1·· 
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London _Arts Course Offered I RWC-lniersesSion I 
A Survey of Fine Arts in the 
British Isles is being offered by 
Roger Williams College during 
intersession, January 3 through 
January 25. The course will be a 
study-tour of Britain, focusing on 
architecture, painting, sculpture, 
t heatre, literature, and music. 
Participants will visit the Tower 
of London, Westminster Abbey, 
St. Paul's Cathedral, the Victoria ' 
and Albert Museum,, the London 
Museum, the British Museum, the 
Nathional Portrait Gallery, and 
the Tate Gallery, as well as 
attending the National Theatre at 
the Old Vic, the Haymarket 
Theatre, the Royal Shakespeare 
Company, Royal Festival Hall, 
the Covet Garden Opera House, 
and Royal Albert Hall. Tours 
outside of London will include 
Oxford, Windsor, Hampden 
Court, Stratford-on-Avon, Bath 
and Canterbury. 
Already included in this 
January's program at no 
additional cost are nine theatre 
and music events in London, as 
well as a music event in Bath and 
a theatre event in Oxford. Most 
museums and galleries in London 
are free; whatever charges are 
made for special exhibits are 
already included in the tour's 
oost, as are the many tickets 
needed for Stratford-on-Avon. 
Participants will be housed 
together or in adjoining facilities 
in guest-house fashion. Breakfast 
will be served by the guest houses 
each morning. While in London, 
the group will stay in the Norfolk 
Square section or the city. This 
location is near the major city 
buslines and the Bakerloo Square 
and the West End theatre district.· 
In Oxford, Stratford-on-Avon, 
and Bath , guest house 
accommodations will be provided 
within the centers of the towns. 
R e s e r v a t,i o n s i n s i m ii a r 
accommodations will also be 
arranged as participants are 
planning their individual tours 
throughout Britain. 
The tour is designed to serve 
as a survey course in the Fine 
Arts for College students. It is 
open to everyone, however, and 
each participant is free to decide 
whether or not to take the course 
for one course credit (three 
semester hours). The tours and 
events will be the same whether 
credit is sought or not; people 
not seeking oourse credit wlll not 
be expected to complete the final 
examination. Transferability of 
course credit for students not 
normally enrolled at Roger 
Williams College is the 
responsibility of the student and 
sho uld be arranged with the 
student's academic advisor. 
The total charge for tuition, 
fees, and all other expenses is 
$776. This cost figure represents 
an amount about $100 over the 
Beer Party 
Cancelled 
The IAE Beer Party 
scheduled for Friday, November 
30, was cancelled due to an 
injury to one of the musicians of 
the band "Hornet" which was 
scheduled to play that night. 
Leonard Walker, Treasurer 
of IAE, stated that he "would 
like to apologize for the whole 
fraternity to those people who 
came to the party. He also stated 
that the fraternity plans another 
party for next semester, as well as 
various other activities. 
Jo's Gift Shoppe 
Gifts of Distinetion 
574 Hope St 
Bristol, RI 
Tel. 253-8212 
Sunset Bakery 
Delectable Pies, and Pastries 
for your culinary Pleasure 
Hope Street 
In 
Downtown, Bristol, R.I. 
BLOOD 
DRIVE 
wednesdf/y, dee. '/ 2 
10· llAI to 2 PAI 
In the Caf eterla 
GET YOUR ARM 
' DOWN THERE!! 
planned budget for each 
participant-an amount which has 
been designed to serve as a 
contingency fund for use in the 
event of an emergency or in the 
event of unpredicted expenses. 
Participants should expect to 
receive all, or a major part of this 
$100, by the first week in 
February. 
T h i s f e e (it c I u d es 
transportation by air to and from 
London, room and board in 
London , rail transportation 
throughout Great Britain, an 
adequate allowance for room and 
board while touring Britain, the 
cost of guides, maps and 
reservations, all entrance fees 
tickets to the scheduled theatre, 
dance, and music events. This fee 
does not include such incidental 
expenses as laundry, cosmetics, 
and local transportation. 
A $50 deposit is required to 
reserve a participant's place in 
this program. This deposit is due 
by Tuesday, November 27, and 
will be returned only if Roger 
Wi Ilia m s College finds it 
necessary to cancel the tour. Due 
to the requirements of the 
airlines and of British guest house 
managers, the balance of $725 is 
due no later than Wednesday, 
Qecember 19. · 
The purpose of the Roger 
Williams College Intersession is to 
provide both full -time students 
and individuals outside the 
College Community with an 
opportunity for participating in 
an intense educational experience 
during the experimentation by 
both students and faculty. It also 
enables students to accelerate and 
complement their programs from 
a "wide variety" of offerings in 
both professional studies and 
Ii beraJ arts, according to . the 
Public Relations Office. 
Information on the 
registration dates for the January 
Intersession is available at the 
Registrar's Office on the Bristol 
Campus and at the switchboard 
on the Providence Campus at 266 
Pine Street. Students may register 
in person at both places during 
normal business hours or they 
may register by mail. Registration 
will also be held on both 
campuses on December 17-20 
and January 3. No course may be 
added after January 7 without 
payment of a ten-dollar late 
registration fee. 
MONEY 
The fee is $100 per course. 
Stu dent s may live on 
campus-room and board costs 
$155 for a double room, $175 
for a single room. Residents may 
move into the dormitory on 
Thursday, January 3, from 11 
a.m. until 5 p .m. All students 
must move out of the dormitory 
by 12 Noon on Saturday, 
February 2. 
COURSES 
Students normally will take 
one course which will meet for 
two hours five days a week. A 
second course may be taken by 
st ud ents possessing a 3.0 
cumulative average either for 
their entire colJege career or for 
their last semester. Students with 
especially compelling reasons 
may petition Dr. Melvyn Topf of 
t~e Academic Status Committee 
for permission to take a second 
course. Freshmen can register for 
two courses before their 
cumulative average has been 
determined officially, but only 
on the condition that they 
withdraw from the course (the 
tuition will be refunded) if their 
grades fall below 3.0. No credit 
can be given for a second course 
without either a 3.0 average or an 
approved petition from the 
Academic Status Committee. 
Classes begin on January 4 
and end on January 31. Final 
examinations will be held on' 
February 1. 
THE RoWoCo STUDENT 
SENATE -
pre6enl6 
the fabulous 
~rute ~pringsteen 
~n <tlnntert 
At the Bristol Motor Inn 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20 
• 
Admission • IS $2.50 for Advance 
Tickets, and $3.00 at the Door 
for the enhance ment of 
yo ur li stening pleasure, 
Ii q uor w i II be served 
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AvoidingDrug Rip-Offs R.I. Sponsors Film Fair 
(CPS)- In addition to any others 
dangers you could name, the 
problem of buying street drugs is 
that you just don't know what 
you're getting. 
Three of the most common 
rip-ofrs are mescaline, THC and 
cocaine. Often, drugs sold under 
these names are not those drugs 
at all. 
THC, or tetrahydrocanni-
banol, the active ingredient of 
marijuana, is the most consistent 
rip-oft While amounts of THC 
can be succe.ssfully extracted 
from marijuana and hashish. it 
tends to deteriorate in only two 
to four hours, making street sale 
of THC almost a physical 
impossibility. Alleged THC is 
usually phencyclidine, known as 
PCP, Sernylan, or Angel Dust. Its 
actual medical function is a 
veterinary anesthetic. Low doses 
of PCP produce sedation and 
general numbness, but high doses 
can produce convulsive seizures. 
A further danger of PCP is 
that when chlorpromazine, a 
common drug administered to 
LSD overdose patients, is 
administered t-0 a person who has 
taken PCP, the result can be 
respiratory arrest if enough PCP 
has been taken. Unfortunately, 
PCP is very often combined with 
LSD to make "mescaline." 
Mescaline sold on the street 
is only rarely true mescaline, 
largely due to simple economics. 
A dose of LSD is much smaller 
than a dose of mescaline, and 
mu ch more readilty available. 
Add to this the fact that the 
effects of a weak dose of acid are 
very similar to those of a dose of 
mescaline, and you have the both 
compelling and widespread logic 
that se ll ing weak LSD a s 
mescaline is a smart thing to do. 
Ironically, the reason the 
demand for mescaline is so high is 
that many people who want to 
use hallucinogens don't trust LSD 
because it is a synthetic drug and 
because of tradition al lore 
concerning chromosome damage. 
An "organic" mescaline trip 
sounds like the answer to both 
problems. 
Often, mescaline contains 
PCP as well as acid, leading to the 
overdo se dangers already 
described. Do It Now, a drug 
information foundation based in 
Phoen ix , has released some 
simple guidelines for determining 
if mescaline is really mescaline. 
First, size is a factor. True 
mescaline sulphate requires a 
half-gram dose for a trip. This is a 
considerable amount of powder; 
and if it is cut with anything, that 
only increases the bulk to the 
point that only a large capsule is 
capable of containing a hit of 
mescaline. 
Second, the nature of 
mescaline sulphate is such that it 
cannot be compressed into a 
tablet without a large amount of 
binding agent-so much that a tab 
of mescaline would be so large as 
to have to be broken into pieces 
to be swallowed comfortably. 
Finally, the reaction to 
mescaline is different in the early 
BROTHERS 
of the· 
SACRED HEART 
a community 
of professed 
Christians 
committed to 
LOVE 
and 
SERVE 
YOU th 
in education 
For Information 
Write to: 
VOCATION CENTl;R 
Cor Jesu Terrace 
! I Pascoar, R. L 02859 1 
stages, causing nausea and 
vomiting followed by the trip. 
With LSD there is usually not a 
sick feeling. So if you don't fee l 
sick for awhile, you're almost 
cer tainl y not doing r eal 
mescaline. 
According to Do It Now, a 
national cross-section of drug 
analysis statistics has shown that 
of over 3,000 hits described as 
mescaline, only three proved to 
actually be mescaline. Most were 
LSD , PCP , or spe ed, or a 
combination thereof. 
A similar situation exists for 
psilocybin: it is more difficult to 
obtain than LSD, there are few 
people familiar enough with the 
effect of true psilocybin to be 
able to tell it from LSD, and so it 
is easier to put a little acid on any 
old hink of mushroom than to 
obtain and sell real psilocybin. 
Cocaine, the current favorite 
of many dopers, is often really 
procaine, a local anesthetic which 
is much cheaper and easier to get. 
Even LSD is a risky buy, 
since a single hit is equiv!lent to 
only 1/192,000 of a teaspoon; 
and many manufacturers lack the 
skill to produce consistant doses, 
so the occurrence of double and 
triple doses is very high. 
Do It Now can provide 
f urth er information on 
nationwide analysis statistics. 
Just write to them at Box 5115, 
Phoenix, AZ 85010. 
The Audio - Visual 
Department of the Providence 
Public Library, in conjunction 
w ith the Rhode I sland 
Department of Co mmunity 
Affairs, will be sponsoring a film 
competition early next year. All 
rot ices of entry should be 
submitted by February 28. The 
actual film should be submitted 
by April 26, giving approximately 
two months for the making of 
the film. Any individual or group, 
such as film class, may submit an 
entry. The subject of all the films 
must concern only Rhode Island 
issues, urban or community. 
There will be five categories 
including hobbyist, professional 
and co llege s tudent. ,F irst, 
second, and third prizes will be 
given , with the possibility of the 
winning film of each category 
being shown on television. 
Further details will follow, 
after intersession. 
Buffington's 
Pharmacy 
For all your personal 
needs 
458 Hope Street, Bristol 
253-6555 
Student Lo/J/Jy Groilp Holds Western Summit 
(CPS)-Collective bargaining for 
students and faculty was the 
major issue for more than 120 
de legates from colleges and 
universities in 12 states and 
Guam at the Western R!gional 
Lobby Conference, November 8, 
9, and 10. 
Th e d e legates at t he 
University of Oregon took part in 
a wide variety of workshops and 
strategy sessions and heard 
addresses by former Oregon 
Senator Way ne Morse, the 
president of the Student Senate 
at City University of New York 
(CUNY) Alan Shark, and John 
Vasconcellos, a California State 
A ss mebl y man active in 
educational issues. 
A majo r theme running 
through the NSL conference was 
that effective social change does 
oot come quickly or all at once, 
but by means of hard and 
deliberate effort. With this theme 
in mind, the primary work of the 
conference was conducted in 
small-group workshops at which 
conferees discussed methods and 
practices of lobbying at various 
levels of government and of 
promoting issues of concern to 
the NSL on the campuses. 
Workshop topics included 
collective bargaining, formulating 
d eman d s, sex and r ace 
discrimination, Federal aid 
programs, landlord-tenant issues, 
student organizing, lobbying, age, 
consumerism, veterans affairs, 
marijuana legislation, campus 
governance, organizing political 
campaigns, gay legislation, intern 
programs, public research groups, 
state and Federal legislation 
affecting students, the Education 
Equity Act, student government, 
child care, state elections, and 
others. 
The keynote address of the 
conference was given by CUNY's 
Shark on collective bargaining. 
He said more than 80,000 faculty 
memb ers at more than 300 
colleges are unionized or being 
unionized; and predicted that 
collective bargaining for students 
nella's kloset 
new concept in shopping 
jr. & misses apparel 
418 hope st. 
bristol, RI 
is "coming and necessary." 
Shark warned, however, that 
unions for students may not be 
any more powerful than student 
governm ents if there is not 
greater student participation. He 
also warned of possible conflicts 
of interest between faculties and 
st udent s in con tracted 
negotiations. 
Faculties, he explained, are 
organizing themselves to fight for 
their own interests; not for better 
educat ion for students. And 
students are finding themselves 
with even less influence and voice 
in university affairs in schools 
with unionized faculties because 
of contract stipulations . which 
supercede school regulations, he 
added. 
Students today fear that 
faculty unionization will result in 
increased fees and tuitions, 
interruption of education during 
strikes, and a diminished student 
voice in educational affairs, he 
said. 
Shark concluded, however, 
that students shouldn't oppose 
co llec t i ve bargain ing for 
faculties-but organize unions of 
their own to fight for student 
interests instead. 
A second view of this issue 
came in an address by former 
Senator Morse, a nationally-re-
cognized labor arbitrator and an 
expert on collective bargaining. 
Morse sai d he thinks 
collective bargaining for public 
employe.es- who are faced with 
"s ubstandard" wages and 
con dition s and a lack of 
power---will be a major front in 
t he battle of Americans for 
"economic freedoms." 
He warned of a trent in the 
U.S. of "gro.wing anti-labor 
sentiment," seen in legal bodies, 
public opinion and statements by 
some labor leaders. Attitudes 
MOL AS KY ' S 
STO RE 
Headquarters for 
Frye Boots 
& 
Herman Boots 
44 State Street 
Bristol, RI 
ACCOUNTING STUDENT 
TO PREPARE FEDERAL Be ST A TE T AX RETURNS 
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611 Wo.od St., Bristol, R.I. 02809 
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Sundays 8 a.m. - 12 Noon 
JA N UARY 15 ~ APR IL 15 
about unionization of public 
employees; Morse said, are now 
negative, as were attitudes about 
labor organization in general a 
century ago. 
He ~ urged students to work 
fo r a greater voice in the 
formulation of educational and 
'university policies. 
The National Student Lobby 
(NSL) was founded in 1971 and 
has its national offices in 
Wa s hington , D.C. It is a 
registered, non-partisan lobby 
wh ich says its goal is the 
promotion of student goals and 
interests in Federal , state and 
loca l government bodies and 
pro cedures. Th e NSL has 
chapters in 220 colleges across 
the country. 
The purpose of the Western 
Regional Conference was to bring 
together student lobby leaders 
from the Western states to discuss 
and raise awareness of student 
i ss u es, exchange practical 
information acquired in lobbying 
activities, and provide an 
opportunity to hear from and 
speak with knowledgeable 
individuals. 
The NSL will hold a national 
conference in Washington, D.C., 
February 23-27. 
Weiner Reads in Creati ve 
Writing Series .~ .. 
• by Geoffrey Clark 
On Tuesday, novelist Jack B. Poet Dennis Trudell and 
W e i n e r , au t ho r o f t h e novelist Thomas Berger will read 
wide ly -prai se d nove l , THE from their works next semester in 
MORNING AFTER, read from the Creative Writing Series, and 
his works to faculty and visitors one student reading will be 
as a part of the RWC Creative scheduled. 
Writing Series. Mr. Weiner, a 
recovered alcoholic, read portions 
of his fiction that depicted with 
enormous realism the nightmare 
existence of the alcoholic. THE 
MORNING AFTER is presently 
being filmed for an ABC-TV 
movie in Mr. Weiner's home town 
of Pacific Palisades, California. 
Dick Van Dyke, himself at one 
time a problem drinker, will play 
Charlie Lester, the central figure 
in THE MORNING AFTER, who 
is, as Mr. Weiner freely admits, 
modeled on himself. The movie 
will be aired in February . 
ALGER'S NEWS STA ND 
For Records 
Tapes 
& Greeting Cards 
it's 
ALGER'S NEWS STAND 
444 Hope Street 
Bristol , Rhode Island 
FORM'S 
i~ e cof fege / un :Jpol ' 
SPIR ITS' TUNES Be FOOD 
EVERY M ONDAY - FREE BUFFET 
WEDNESD AY HAPPY HOUR 7 - 10 
F RIDAY HAPPY HOUR · 3 · 9 
HAVING A PARTY? SEE PHILL 
OR CALL 253· 9848 
(Don't forget : Senior Christmas Part y 
!f!aturday December 15 
Free tickets through SAS or 
Senior class Rep) 
• 
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'Alfred the Great' Film Previews 
Kneeland Stars In Trinity Premiere Things to Come 
''A l fre d the Great," 
produced by James Hammerstein, 
at the Trinity Square Repertory 
Theatre, Was hington Street, 
Providence. 
The Cast: 
Alfred .... . . . Richard Kneeland 
Margaret ..... .. Nancy Chesney 
Will . . . . . . . . . . . George Martin 
Wmily ....... Maomi Thornton 
A man comes home to a 
" home town," after years 
away-years in which he has 
made his fame and 
fortune- bitterly unhappy with 
both and nostalgically drawn to 
muted music in a lost memory, so 
muted as to be ambiguous; but 
then ambiguity is a small 
sailboat- with or without holes in 
the bottom- that looks like Jesus 
Christ to a man drowning in the 
ocean of despair. 
It is a tale of impotence and 
guilt-expunging by proxy, a fable 
of the escape Crom the bitterness 
of reality that prevents the 
enjoyment of real pleasure, of 
" truth and beauty," as Alfred, 
vote d the " least likely to 
succeed" by bis high school class, 
explains, knowing full well that 
with the despairing and those 
who have gone beyond despair, 
there can be no beauty that is 
truthful. 
Richard Kneeland , as Alfred, 
embodies, as much as the 
character is able to physicalize at 
all , the hollow peals of the bell of 
fame. Alfred can't close his eyes, 
we see. Why? Because he doesn't 
Records 
Derringer' 
by Norm Mowry 
Rick Derringer has been 
around for quite a while. He's 
been a feature performer in bands 
such as The McCoys, Johnny 
Winter, and Edgar Winter's White 
Trash, and is currently playing 
guitar for the Edgar Winter 
Group. Now, Mr. D. has his 
long-awaited solo album, after 
two years of planning and three 
months of recording. With all 
these names behind him, how can 
this disc help but be a super 
smash? 
On this highly-polished LP 
are two songs that were 
previous l y recorded b y 
De rri nger's musical partner, 
Johnny Winter-"Rick & Roll," 
"Hoochie Koo," and Rich's 
masterpiece, "Cheap Tequila." 
ROLLING STONE once said that 
teaming Derringer with Winter 
was like teaming Clapton with 
Hendrix, and that statement fits 
these two guitarists exactly. 
" J oy Ride" and "Time 
Warp " are a coup l e of 
instrumentals that feature Joe 
Lala of Manassas on one, and 
Edgar Winter on the other. 
Two songs on this album 
remind me of David Bowie. 
Those two tunes are titled, "The 
Airport Giveth (The Airport 
Taketh Away)" and " Jump, 
Jump, Jump." Another song is 
"Hold ." This cut has Edgar 
Winter playing piano, and lyrics 
were written by Derringer in 
collaboration with famed poet, 
Patti Smith. 
"Uncomplicated," "Slide on 
Over Slinky," and "Teenage Love 
Affair" stand out on this record 
as the most rock 'n' rollers. 
Rick's guitar work on these cuts 
are noth ing short of being 
excellent; yet they aren't exactly 
perfect. Without the fantastic 
points (which are very few) you 
wouldn't appreciate the many 
fantastic points. Sensational is a 
word too over used, but it's the 
only word that really fits All 
American Boy. 
You '11 find this disc fairly 
easily-just look for the one that 
looks like Broadway. 
by Jack Mahoney 
want to see. What? That which 
can be seen only with the eyes 
closed; that which can only be 
imagined , embellished, with the 
eyes open. Kneeland is, what? an 
actor's actor and massively 
underrated by an ignorant public 
who prizes tools o[ identification, 
" p e rsonality " actors who 
magnify themselves to "fit" roles 
written for them. Kneeland, then, 
as Alfred, is again brilliant. What 
more? 
Nancy Chesney, Margaret. A 
m e mber of the audience 
remarked a minute into the play, 
"is it the play or is she just bad?" 
It was the Pinteresque terseness 
of the speech. Soon Nancy had 
defined her Margaret as a 
scrapbook of half-remembered 
Hammerstein's direction was 
functional and pictorial. When 
there were four on the stage, they 
looked just like a picture from a 
directing book. The pace, though, 
and the movement generally 
pleased the ear and the eye. 
The set was functional. I 
liked the center stairway; not as 
much the sharp rake in the 
corners. The lights lit with an 
interesting concept-coldfronts to 
the actors-cold, hollow shells; 
warm back I ighting, humanity 
that can 011ty be covered; never 
repressed. 
The total effect was an 
interesting one. An American 
Pinter was my first thought. 
Terse speech that came from 
people who had to talk when 
by Gary Gardner 
Starting with the new year, 
college students may save 60 
percent on first run, grade triple 
A movies at the Avon Cinema on 
the East Side of Providence. Just 
mail one dollar to secure a 
one-year student discount card to 
the Avon Cinema, 260 Thayer 
Street, Providence, RI 02906. 
These cards will, along with one 
dollar, admit one student to the 
cinema Monda y through 
Thursday nights for either show. 
Pat Carter, Manager of the 
Avon, sat behind his desk in a 
t rim, compact office upstairs 
next to the projectionist's booth 
and spoke of future plans; 
hopefully " Executive Action" 
will be replaced by Hermann 
Hesse's "Siddhartha," which will 
finish out the season. The next 
seri es of movies, starting in 
January with Truffaut's latest , 
" Day for Night" is aimed 
especia ll y a t an intelligent 
Theatre Preview 
aud ience ; hence the special 
discount for college students. The 
other four of five movies for the 
first quarter Qf 1974 are: The 
Naked Apes, Mean Streets, The 
New Land, and Triple Echo. 
Perhaps a few more art-type 
movies may be secured if the 
censor laws aren 't 
squeezing ... Andy Warhol??? well, 
let's not raise the movie-goers' 
hopes too high; but there is a 
possibility. Also, we may rest 
easy that there will be no long 
engagements (remember the 
Tango that lasted a month too 
many) ... ! estimate about 20 
pictures for this year. 
For one dollar, quite a large 
amount of entertainment may be 
bought at a savings, seeing how 
the regu lar folks are paying 
$2.50. Write in for a card, as they 
may not be purchased except 
through the mail. Catch the film 
classics of tomorrow ... today. See 
you at the Avon. 
RWC Xmas Festival 
by Dave K e llogg 
The Roger Williams College 
Theatre is currently in rehearsal 
for their annual Christmas Show, 
which is done for the students of 
many schools in the 
Bri stol -Warren-Barrington area. 
This year's program will consist 
of six, one-act plays where in 
previous years one full-length 
show was done. The directors of 
the show feel in this way that 
they can appeal to and entertain 
groups of all ages with a variety 
of material. The shows will be 
done on campus in Theatre One 
with schoolchjJdren bussed in. 
The company will also tour some 
of the nearby schools. 
Richard Kneeland and George Martin converse, man to 
prisoner, in Horovitz' 'Alfred the Great', now playing at the 
Trinity Playhouse thru December 26. 
The plays to be presented 
are: "The Gift of the Magi," 
"Son of Glory," "A Child is 
Born ,'' " Jus t What Th ey 
Wanted," "The Mouse That 
Didn't Believe in Santa," and 
"Laurie and the Tinsel Witch." 
Members of the Company who 
have parts in all of the shows are 
Patricia Whittaker, D. Seth 
Abbo tt, Jacqueli ne Cohen, 
Jennifer Sims, Lisa Enslen , Mary 
Steeves, Stephen Kudlach, Betsey 
Carlin, Leslie Jenkins and Cathy 
Chilinski. Rchard Wilber is the 
director of the show and Donna 
Ferrara is his Assistant Director. 
The set will be designed by Mary 
Steeves, and Jack Mahoney will 
handle the lighting design for the 
production. 
The Festival opens Tuesday, 
December 11 a nd will run 
through Saturday, December 15. 
Production schedule : T uesday, 
Decembe.r 11 at 2 p.m.-One 
show of "The Mouse That Didn't 
Believe in Santa," in Theatre One 
atRWC; 
clippings, q•1estining who really 
kissed her by the rose treUisses, 
who really degenerated socially 
to herald a fading mind. Nancy 
was light enough in the role, 
stupid enough, in that the mind is 
a machine that runs constantly 
until it is forced to turn off-then 
what? 
George Martin as Will was the 
most round of all the characters. 
Maybe Horovitz needs a few 
more years to look at hollow 
fame, for he se_es hollow 
obscurity all too well. Will is a 
murderer, but so what? All God's 
chillun pick their way to die; and 
Will is dead, tied to the stake, the 
inost obvious murderer being 
tried by his moral peers. 
Naomi Thornton confused 
me. What a face-it made us all 
laugb- her variety of expression 
amazing. As Alfred's martinet 
wife, she wavered in and out of 
reasonable thought, movement 
and action. When effective, she 
was devastating; just before the 
darkness in Act ll. When she 
wasn't, she took the focus-for to 
understand the mystery scene it 
was necessary to understand this 
ambiguous charac~er. 
they didn't want to, from people 
who had so much to say they 
were muted. Later, the play's 
pedigree didn' t matter-only the 
outcome. 
be. 
And that's the way it should 
The Student 
Services will 
show free 
films in the 
Rathskeller 
on Monday and Tuesday 
Nights through 
December 18. Showings 
at 8:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, December 12 at 
9 a.m .-Two shows at the 
Reynolds School of "Laurie and 
the Tinsel Witch" and "The 
Mouse That Didn't Believe in 
Santa;" 
Thursday, December 13 at 9 
a.m.-Two shows at t he 
Colt-Andrews School of "Just 
What They Wanted" and "Song 
of Glory:" 
·\he.. C'-'.\c\re.V\\ ~ C"' r \ ':;, \ V'Y\ o. s 
--rn~o.-\ ce... f e: <::.-\-'\\JO-\ 
"Dec.. \"'f - ·1 £>\'Y\ \) -ec_ \ 5 - ~ o. r"ltl \ \> m . 
\t\eAT-A.~ oN.£ 
'' ~(-~ ~\. ~c....- e \Je' '-\o''le... ~<'t:>o"" ~~ 
~.~ - ~. \\-~<'t·Ve.. 
t-\~\\fh., ~c:-,. ' ,o-v\ r i-\<\v\~ - " ·,_()() (\.".\.\.(( v'\ --:IC ~ 
Friday, December 14 at 9 
a.m.- Two shows at Guiteras 
School- "A Child is Born" and 
"The Gift of the Magi." "Song of 
Glory will be presented at 
Theatre One at RWC at 7 p.m.; 
Saturday, December 15 at 2 
p.m.- One show at RWC's 
Theatre One of "The Mouse That 
Didn't Believe in Santa" and 
"'Laurie and the Tinsel Witch." 
At 7 p.m. in Theatre One, "A 
Chile is Born," "The Gift of the 
Magi," and "The Mouse That 
Didn't Believe in Santa" will be 
shown. -------
FILMS THIS 
WEEK 
During the last week of 
classes, two fine films will be 
s how n on ca mpu s. On 
Wednesday, December 12, "The 
Conformist" will be shown. It is a 
ntm by Bernardo Bertolucci, who 
made "Last Tango in Paris," and 
it features Jean Louis Trintignant 
and Stefania Sandrelli. "The 
Conformist," from the novel by 
Albertp Moravia, will be shown in 
the Science-Math Lecture Hall at 
3 p.m. and at 7 p.m. Donations 
of a dime for students and 50 
cents for non students are being 
asked. On Thursday, December 
13, Sam Peckinpah's "The Ballad 
of Cable Hogue" will be shown at 
7 p.m. in the SM Lecture Hall. 
Th is film, which stars Jason 
Robards, Jr. and Stella Stevens, 
has been overlooked; but it is 
worthy of your attention. With 
your support, the Film Society 
hopes to continue and to show 
more films next semester. Let 's 
hear from y.ou! ! ! 
~--~~~~~ ..... 
Sani's 
RESTAURANT 
PIZZERIA 
149 Bradford St., Bristol 
if you desire • 
just a little better 
11 A .M. - 10 P.M. 
MON. -SAT. 
Closed Sundays 
and Holidays 
TEL. 253-7949 
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Wlat 'J~ 'Try to Remembe r' 
(}oin'I On 'The Fantasticks' ce·lebrates Life 
FILMS AT BROWN 
Tuesday, December 11-"Sleuth" 
with Peter O'Toole will be shown 
at Faunce House on Waterman 
Street at 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, December 
12-Faunce House presents "The 
Heartbreak Kid" at 7 and 9:30 
p.m. 
Thursday, December 
13-Cinematheque at 195 Angell 
Street, second Poor of Brown 
Daily HERALD Building. "The 
Gold of Naples" al 7 p.m., 
"Diary of a Country Priest" at 
9:30 p.m., and "That Man from 
Rio" with Jean-Paul Belmondo at 
12 Midnight. 
Monday, December 
17-Cinematheque: "The Great 
McGinny" at 7:30 p.m. 
RWC FILMS 
Shown in Theatre One at 7 p.m. 
for free: 
Wednesday, December 12-''The 
Conformist" A film by Bernardo 
Bertolucci ("Last Tango in 
Paris") with Jean Louis 
Trintignant and Dominique 
Sanda. 
Thursday, December 13-Sarn 
Peckinpah's "The Ballad of Cable 
Hogue" with Jason Robards, Jr. 
and Stella Stevens. Peckinpah is 
the director of "The Wild 
Bunch," which was shown here 
last week, "Straw Dogs," etc. 
CONCERTS 
Palace Theatre, Dece mb er 
13- Billy Preston and the James 
Cotton Blues Band. 
December 14-Lou Reed 
December 15-AeroSmith 
January 14-Bob Dylan will 
appear in concert with The Band 
at the Goston for two shows 
only. Ticket information will be 
available for two shows only. 
1'icket info will be available at 
The OUILLO(fi~ 
Memories are something 
quite special. They can't be held 
or touched, but wjlether good or 
bad they will remain with us 
forever. "The Fantasticks" is a 
memory play about childhood 
and the loss of it, about maturing 
and falling in love. It is also about 
being no longer young. The show 
is about all of us. The characters 
in this musical metaphor are or 
will be a part of us, which is why 
the play endures. Some basic 
truths are told about. The 
experience of growing, which is 
both beautiful and painful-this is 
the essence of "The Fantasticks." 
The production done at RWC 
successfully evoked this effect in 
a well-done show. To say that 
"The Fantasticks" is a safe show 
in no way implies that it is an 
easy show-this meant that it will 
always be a popular show. 
"Fantasticks" is a hard show 
which requires a precise 
understanding of its meaning. It 
needs singing, dancing and acting 
talent. It is a musical without the 
gloss and one which must avoid 
being over "schmaltzy." This was 
avoided in the RWC production. 
"Fantasticks" is done on a 
suggested set which isn't really a 
set but is just a place-putting the 
burden of creating the mood on 
the actors and the lighting 
designer. Props are also quite 
important to the play, but they 
are kept simple. The set, which 
worked nicely, was a two-level 
stage, one level of which was 
raked with the orchestra behind 
the stage. The play was made for 
an intimate setting like the 
Coffeehouse and for a thrust 
stage which increased the rapport 
with the audience. 
Performances were all close 
to where they should have been 
Trinity Presents Holiday 
Celebration 
A twelve-day Holiday 
Celebration, December 26 
through January 6, will mark the 
official opening of Trinity Square 
Repertory Company's new home 
at the Lederer Theatre Project 
(formerly the Majestic Theatre) 
in downtown Providence, Ibode 
Island. 
During that period, on an 
alternating performance schedule, 
five sho.vs from the Company's 
repertoire will be placed in what 
Director Adrian Hall terms "a 
revolving repertory situation so 
that people visiting providence to 
see our new theatre will be able 
to catch as many as five shows in 
two or three days. People in the 
area can see productions they 
might have missed or want to see 
again. In short, it's a gigantic, 
complex undertaking requiring a 
lot of time and energy. We want 
as many theatregoers as possibly 
coming into our new building to 
see all the kinds of things we're 
doing." 
The productions slated for 
the Celebration will be produced 
in the Company's two new 
performing spaces at the Lederer 
Theatre Project. Downstairs at 
the 300-seat New Trinity 
Playhouse, holiday theatregoers 
will see: Robert Penn Warren's 
lyric work about a racist violence 
in the family of Tho mas 
Jefferson, "Brother to Dragons;" 
Israel Horovitz's new serio-comic 
play, "Alfred the Great;" the 
world premiere production of 
Oliver Hailey's generation gap 
comedy, "For the Use of the 
Hall." 
Upstairs in the Lederer 
Theatre, which seats 800, the 
Company will perform Stuart 
Vaughan's "Ghost Dance," which 
deals with Sitting Bull and the 
battle at Wounded Knee, 
alternating with "Aimee ," 
Wil liam Goyan and Worth 
Gardner's new musical about the 
life and times of Aimee Semple 
McPherson. 
Japerbaclt ~oolt1mit~ 
~arbour ~all 
~all ~i\ter 617-678-6388 
-Full-line selection-paperbacks, 
hard covers, records, tapes, 
magazines, all organized for 
your convience. 
"Dedicated to the fine art of browsing." 
by Daue Kellogg 
and were enjoyable. The cast You Pay" and " Beyond that 
members mixed well with each Road" were showstoppers; and 
other and there is no one I can "Try to Remember" will stay 
say who gave a disappointing with you long after you leave the 
performance in what was a fairly theatre. Mark captured the 
tight show. cynicism and worldliness of El 
Tony Risoli made a real Gallo quite nicely. Since opening 
breakthrough as Hucklebee, the night, be gained confidence and 
boy's fater. He worked hard to lost his nervousness. He was right 
establish a character and was a hit there where it counted. 
in the show. He held his scenes 
together, both acting- and 
singing-wise; and he provided a 
needed balance in his scenes with 
Bellamy (Frank Sullivan) and 
more than competently handled 
the tempo of the show. 
Carolyn Jones delivered a 
virtuoso performance as Luisa. 
She has a quality about her acting 
and singing that if developed 
Judy Hitchings was a hit in 
the small but important role of 
Mortimer with a touch of humor 
and nostalgia. Her death scene 
was a good comic piece; her facial 
expressions and movements were 
quite funny. She has an elastic 
quality to do what she does on 
stage. 
John Lombardi played 
Ah, sweet is young love, thinks Mark Katz as El Gallo, as 
Jon Caliri, as Matt, and Carolyn Jones, as Luisa, gaze 
wistfully . .'.fony Risoli and Fr~k Sullivan, as the fathers, 
might not approve, but we do, as 'The Fantasticks' proved 
to be another Drama Club success. 
photo by Dave Ouprls 
Henry , a good actor in a good 
character role ("there are no 
small actors-only small parts"). 
Henry is what could happen to all 
of us-nostalgic, amusing; and yet 
it hurts a little to see. John 
displayed his versatility, a great 
voice, facial gestures and body 
movements. He had no trouble 
showing old age. He is a good 
character actor. ("Remember me 
in the light.") 
Riki Lindsey definitely 
deserves credit for her role of The 
Mute. She more than capably 
handled the show and any 
problems that arose without-even 
being noticed. She gave a smooth 
and flawless performance 
requiring great concentration. 
Not once did she break from an 
emotionl ess state. She was 
noticed without being noticed. 
The Mute is an integral part of 
the show, but you never were 
conscious of her actions;he was 
so good. She sets the mood for 
many important scenes in the 
show. Characterization was well 
defined in a difficult role which is 
a mixture of a mime and a 
chorus. 
My overall reaction to the 
choreography and musical 
direction is favorable. Leslie 
Jenkins did a lot of hard work to 
make the song and dance 
numbers work on stage, and this 
showe d in the production~ 
"Depends on What You Pay" was 
an exciting number and the 
Father's songs were cute without 
being overdone. Betsey Carlin 
also did a good job of pulling all 
the musical songs together. She 
and the cast worked well 
together. Diane Crowell was 
excellent as the orchestra. Her 
piano playing was fine; she never 
let the pace or tone d~op. Her 
musical ability helped mike the 
show a success. 
The direction was good. This 
show is a crowd pleaser which 
you can enjoy seeing more than 
once. The fragility of the play 
comes through; the simplicity of 
the directors' concept worked. 
One distracting piece of blocking 
was in the "Beyond that Road" 
reprise in Act IL It seemed out of 
place. 
We were asked to "try to 
remember," and I think the 
production allowed us and 
compelled us to which means the 
show was a success. We are left 
with a warm and mellow feeling 
and we will follow as we are 
beckoned to do. could become professional. She 
bas a beautiful voice-rich and 
full-with a good range and a 
sense of rhythm that earned her 
all of her much-deserved 
applause. There was a sparkle to 
her stage presence. "Much More" 
was a beautifully moving song 
that was done with a lot of 
feeling. 
BBISTOL CINEMA 
Frank Sullivan was good, but 
he had a tendency to overdo 
Bellamy. His voice is powerful, 
but musically pleasant to hear. 
He needs work on his duets 
because of his powerful singing 
style. His songs with Hucklebee 
wer e among the musical 
highlights and he worked well 
with Tony. 
Jon Caliri worked to try to 
develop a believable and like.able 
Matt. The character can be 
unbearbly immature to the point 
of being obnixious, but John 
avoided this in his role. His acting 
and singing improved with the 
run of the show. " I Can See It" 
and "They Were You" were his 
finest numbers in the show. They 
were vibrant and well done. He 
had one problem with rushing 
.1nes, but he did a competent job. 
Mark Katz stood out as El 
Gallo, a role in which he loosened 
up quite a bit and e.ased into with 
a lot of concentration and hard 
work. His voice was rich and 
versatile. " It Depends on What 
Dec. 5 ··- Dec. 18 
m<!r1f·e! 
m®re! 
m~re! }{ ... 
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Hawk Sports Review 
HOOPMEN ·TOP :FRANKLIN . P.IERCE, 107-55 
Henneberger Hits 31 
in Husson Tourney 
Icemen Fa il 
a.t s uffol k, 
Hawthorn e by Daue Husband The Roger Williams 
basketball team opened their 
1973-74 season at Husson College 
in Bangor, Maine as one or four 
teams participating in the Paul 
Bunyon Tournament during the 
weekend or December 1-2. They 
split the pair or games they 
played. 
Matched in the opening 
round against Acadia University 
of Nova Scotia, the Hawks found 
out immediately what it feels like 
to be over played and losing 
63-86 to a team that had recently 
lost to Brown University by four 
points. 
The Canadians were just too 
strong on both offense and 
defense. Led by George Beattie 
(16 points) in the first half, and 
Ricky Cassey (14 points) in the 
second period, the Acadia 
"Axemen" hit constantly from 
the 15- to 20-foot range. 
At the other end of the 
court, the HVC Hawks found the 
playing difficult from the start. 
Unable to set up their defense 
with any consistency, the RWC 
hoopmen watched the Canadians' 
lead widen, while pressure on the 
Hawk' s offense ca u se d 
ball-ban<lling miscues throughout 
the night. 
At halftime the score was 
43-33, which wasn't that bad in 
the Hawk's eyes, considering the 
opponent and the fact that this 
was the team's first game. But the 
pressure didn't slack off in the 
second half; and the Roger 
Williams men, although playing 
better ball, failed to close the gap 
in score. 
The brightest spot for the 
Hawks in the game was the 
shooting of Bob Henneberger 
who dumped in 22 points before 
eventually fouling out late in the 
second half. Veteran Dwight 
Datcher also scored in the double 
figures (14 points), while forward 
Ralph Roberti and center Charlie 
Green dropped in ten points 
each. 
Playing in the consolation 
game the following night, the 
Hawks faired better, although the 
game was a heart-stopped 
throughout the second period. 
Playing Johnson State 
College (Vermont), who lost to 
Husson in the opening round, the 
Hawks looked as though they 
were going to run away with the 
game in the first half. 
Playing with a defensive press 
during the opening period, the 
R WC hoopsters shut off the 
fast-breaking offensive game of 
Johnson State. Led by 
Henneberger's hot shooting for 
the outside (25 points in the first 
half), the Hawks seemed on their 
way to an easy victory at 
halftime, with the score 53-38. 
But there was still a bit of the 
rust night's raggedness left in 
them as they took the court for 
the second period. 
With a win in their sights, the 
RWC defense suddenly fell apart 
and with it their shooting eye 
seemed to close for the night. 
Johns6n State, on the other 
hand, came out of the locker 
room with energy to spare. In a 
matter of 12 minutes, they had 
scored 30 points to Roger 
Williams' ten and held the lead 
68-63. Hawk Coach Vic Collucci, 
at this point, called a time out 
and tried to settle his team down. 
It must have done some 
good, for the RWC defensive 
press got back together. Jimmy 
Hopper, Green, and Henneberger 
began pulling in the rebounds and 
the Hawks, as a whole, began 
playing the way they did in the 
first half. 
With less than two minutes 
to go, the Hawk hoopsters went 
ahead, but it wasn't until there 
was a minute left that they 
opened their lead to more than 
two points. The final score, in a 
hard-fought game by both teams: 
85-80. It was a happy win for the 
Hawks. 
In the score book , 
Henneberger tallied 31 points and 
14 rebounds, while Green scored 
16 with six rebounds and Datcher 
hit for 14 points. Hopper, while 
only scoring eight points, pulled 
down 13 rebounds. Datcher led 
the team in assists with five. 
Ron Thomas led Johnson 
State with 23 points, while Tony 
Collier dropped in 18. 
by Daue Huttband 
The Hawk men failed in a 
pair of games recently, getting 
shut out in one game and losing 
by a pair of goals in the othe.r. 
The Hawks were winged 
November 30 in their season's 
opener against Hawthorne 
College, 11-0. 
With a line-up featuring 
almost entirely freshmen, the 
R>ger Williams seven found 
themselves playing on the most 
part a defensive game against the 
superb stick hand lers of 
Hawthorne. 
Hawthorne's goalie, T.odd 
Lampert, did, however, make 22 
saves against the Hawks, while 
the R WC goalie, Jay O'Neil, 
posted the same number of stops 
for his team. 
0 verall, Hawthorne netted 
one goal in the rust period, six in 
the second period, and four in 
the final period. 
In another away game, the 
Hawks were once again fairly 
grounded, as they dropped 
a no th er match to Suffolk 
University last Wednesday night, 
6-4. 
1be RWC icemen scored the 
initial goal of the game early in 
the rtrst period but were unable 
to maintain the lead. SuCfolk 
came back to take the lead 2-1 at 
the end of the opening period. In 
the final period the RWC men 
scored three times, but by that 
time the game was out of reach. 
In the goals, RWC's goalie 
O'Neil and Suffolk's John Wagget 
were shot at 31 times each during 
the game. 
Hockey Lineup 
Name Position Number 
Jay O'Neil G 1 
Art Lusingham G 18 
Paul Proulx c 14 
Cam Church c 6 
Jeff Gibbons w 17 
Steve Sherry w 
Pete Amoriggi w 30 
Sherwin Lisker w 
Mark Goerner w 11 
John Crouse w 19 
The Long Runners Dave MacDougall w 7 Chuck Patnaude c 8 Kirk Ramsey D 12 
Running at Roger Williams 
College is far from dead. 
Bouncing Benn Hellman (myself) 
and startling Steve Antoniou are 
practicing daily in preparation for 
.some supervised running in the 
near future. 
The closest of these is on 
December 23 , when we' ll 
participate in the annual 
Channukah torch run. (Ramblin' 
Randy Stephenson, though not 
practicing much lately, has also 
voiced an interest in running in 
the event.) The run will begin at 
Green State Airport in Warwick; 
and following a short ceremony, 
the distance runners will take 
over the show. 
The runners, who is past 
years have numbered about 50 or 
60, will take turns carrying a 
torch brought here from Israel 
over the ten-mile route. The end 
of the run will be the Jewish 
Community Center on the East 
Side of Providence. Once there, a 
huge menorah will be lit outside 
the Center to touch off the 
holiday festivities. 
Bouncing Ben and Startling 
Steve do not intend to stop here, 
however. Tough practice i.s 
planned in the near future for the 
upcoming Boston Marathon in 
April. "Bouncing" (I) has set a 
goal of three and a half hours for 
the 26-mile run, while "Startling" 
has not set a goal at this time. 
Gary Silvia D 
Bob Horton D 
Jim Whiffen (Capt) D 
Dave Silvia D 
WANTED 
Classical Guitar 
Teacher 
Phone 253-8152, 
AIJTO BEPAIB 
CEN T EB 
(Rear of Car Lot) 
15 G<><><iin2 Ave. 
Bristol, It.I. 
Opposite Nyanza 
Telephone: 253-3121 
Jim McGrath, Mgr. 
Specialists in all Foreign Makes 
No C~e for Tes~ or Estimates 
Automatic Transmission Specialists 
15 
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Team Effor t Key 
In Runaway Victory 
by Da ue Hu sband 
·Last Tuesday, the Hawks 
took every back road between 
here and New Hampshire to play 
a game against Franklin Pierce 
College . . The ride (aided by the 
singing prowess of Fred Barnes 
and Dwight Datcher and the 
gutsy driving of the bus driver) 
proved to be the high point of 
the trip. 
Arriving late, the Hawks 
quickly suited up and just as 
quickly fell behing 14-8 ... but that 
was the extent of the daylight 
that Franklin Pierce saw. 
It didn't take long for the 
RWC cagers to find the mark. 
With Barnes under the basket 
pulling in the rebounds (eight in 
the first half), and Datcher and 
Bob Henneberger scoring easily 
from all points on the floor, the 
Haw ks quickly overcame the 
early deficit and were never 
fronted. 
It was just a story of a 
well-drilled team playing a team 
that just couldn't get it together 
either on defense or offense. 
Although the Hawks played 
well at both ends or the court, 
games such as this one bring out 
both the good and bad points of 
any team. The game gave the 
RWC men a chance to work on 
their plays, and in this sense they 
looked good. As a whole, things 
ran smoothly during the first half 
as the Hawk cagers constantly 
found the open man on offense 
and had a relatively easy time 
setting up their defense. At 
halftime the Hawks led 54-35. 
The second half saw the 
RWC bench empty as every 
reserve player got into the game 
for a considerable portion of the 
period . Standouts during the 
period included Danny Corria 
with ten points and Rich 
Robertson with eight points and 
seven rebounds. 
Things did, however, get a bit 
sloppy towards the end of the 
second half (bad points), but this 
was to be expected in a sense, 
since most of the players on the 
floor had seen limited or no 
action in previous games, as well 
as the fact that the game was 
such a runaway that the players 
became a bit overconfident (and 
thus a bit too loose). 
The final score: 107-56, told 
the story. 
Datcher finished the game 
with 19 points, even though he 
saw limited action in the second 
half. Roberti pulled in second in 
the scoring with 17 points and 
seven rebounds, and saw the most 
action. Henneberger hit for 16 
and pulled down eight rebounds, 
while Barnes totalled 11 points 
and nine rebounds. Out of the 14 
RWC playen, all but one scored. 
The Hawk Hoopsters play 
their first home game this 
Saturday at 2 p.m. against York 
College. The game iwll be played 
at the Bristol High School. All 
RWC students are admitted free. 
AS WE SEE IT ••• 
by Daue Hu sband 
Short shots: Bobby 
Hennebe rger leads the RWC 
basketball team after three games 
with 69 points ... word has come 
down that RWC may (finally) be 
NCAA next year ... the belief in 
high circles is that the hockey 
team has some of the best 
potential in years ... the school has 
to have a gym within two years 
or lose its accreditation ... Dwight 
Datcher leads the hoopsters in 
assists with eleven, seven more 
than the next closest 
player ... Rumor: a new face in the 
Athletic Department? .. .is Vic 
Collucci re.ally trying to put those 
long shots in during 
practice? ... when will the college 
realize that sports on campus are 
no longer "secon d 
rate?" ... Rumor: Larry Williams 
(ex-Hawk center) is headed for 
UCLA after a year in junior 
coll ege ... Coach Collucci yells 
harder for the R WC basketball 
team than anyone has in 
years ... pity the man that cager 
Bobby Ortiz guards on the court 
(he wears them out) ... the next 
Hawk home hockey game is on 
February 1. 
Steve's 
Auto. Body 
FENpER, BODY 
AND 
RADIATOR REPAIRS 
382 Thamea Street 
Bristol 
253 -7547 
253:..8719 
Help Wanted 
Sprayers 
Benefits, Blue Cross, 
Maj. Medical 
Paid Holidays 
and Vacations 
Full time or part time 
7a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon - Sat 
Work part time now 
and 
full time during 
intersession and summer 
Experienced Sprayers 
S2.50 - S3.60 hr. 
Will train 
Standard Spray Co. Inc. 
55 Sprague Street 
Providence, R .I. 
861-7370 
Mr. Shemenski 
